
FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOURS



Welcome...
to our online Easter activities. 

We hope you have an  
enjoyable time making,  

baking & creating this Easter.



Colouring In

COLOUR



Colouring In

COLOUR



Join the dots

DRAW



Colouring in for Mum or Dad

COLOUR



Crossword Puzzle

Hints
1 DOWN  Have a __________ Easter!

2 DOWN  Mummy chicken 

3 DOWN  Where do you put the eggs? 

3 ACROSS  He hops

4 DOWN Let’s go on an  __________

5 ACROSS Feathery farm animal

6 ACROSS Bunny’s fluffy  _______
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PUZZLE



Maze
Help the Easter Bunny find his way to the egg

PUZZLE



Spot the Difference 
Can you find 6 differences between the 2 pictures? 

SPOT



Chocolate Nest Recipe

Ingredients (makes 20)  

Method

200g milk chocolate, chopped
20g butter, chopped
100g pkt Chang’s Original Fried Noodles
1/2 cup (40g) shredded coconut, toasted
60 M&M’s Speckled Eggs

Step 1

Line a baking tray with baking 
paper. Place the chocolate and 
butter in a heatproof bowl over 
a saucepan of simmering water.

Stir with a metal spoon for 5 
mins or until chocolate melts 
and mixture is smooth. 

Remove from heat. Add the  
fried noodles and coconut  
and stir to combine.

Step 2

Use 2 dessert spoons to arrange 
the chocolate mixture into small 
mounds on the prepared tray.

Create a small hollow in the 
centre of each mound. Place 3 
eggs in each hollow.

Place in the fridge for 30 mins 
or until set. Store in an airtight 
container.

recipe courtesy of taste.com.au

RECIPE



Easter Cookies

Decorations
Using Arnott’s Milk Arrowroot biscuits as a base, use any sweet 
treat you like as a topping. Some ideas are: Sprinkles, 100’s & 1000’s, 
different coloured icing sugar, marshmallows, silver sprinkles .......

recipe courtesy of taste.com.au

RECIPE



Marbled Shaving Cream Easter Eggs

recipe courtesy of bhg.com

Use ordinary shaving cream to 
decorate an entire batch of dyed 
Easter eggs. It’s easier than it 
looks! 

Use food coloring to create a 
design on a bed of plain shaving 
cream, then roll hard-boiled 
eggs over the surface to transfer 
the colors. 

Let the eggs dry, then gently 
clean to remove any excess 
shaving cream. Dyeing eggs 
with shaving cream is a fun 
activity for bunnies of all ages!

Tip: If you’re planning to eat the 
eggs, make whipped cream dyed 
Easter eggs! Simply substitute 
a packaged whipped cream for 
the shaving cream. If you make 
whip cream eggs, they should be 
safe to eat.

CRAFT



Egg Shell Planter

courtesy of www.medibank.com.au

1. Crack an egg and discard the 
egg white and yolk (or keep 
them to use in a recipe). Keep 
your egg carton.    

2. Carefully make a good-sized 
hole in the bottom of each 
eggshell with the skewer.

3. Use spoons to fill the 
eggshells with seed-raising mix.

4. Place each filled eggshell 
back into the egg carton.

5. Place about two seeds in each 
eggshell – as a general rule, 
work out the dimensions of the 
seed and plant it at three times 
that depth.

6. Use the sprayer to moisten the 
soil with mist.

7. Continue to care for the 
growing seeds as usual. When 
the first true leaves appear, 
thin them out to leave only 
the strongest seedling in each 
eggshell.

8. When it’s time to plant them 
in the garden, tap the eggshell 
gently on a hard surface to crack 
it (not too much), then plant the 
whole eggshell seedling in the 
garden.

CRAFT



Make an Easter card

pr
ou
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Step 1 - Colour in your card    Step 2 - Cut around the outside of the card 

Step 3 - fold in half    Step 4 - write your message on the inside of the card!   

CRAFT


